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ABSTRACT

We consider the contribution of e+e~ machines to the measurement of CP violation
in the B systems. Energy regions from the T(4S) to the Z° are considered, problems and
prospects at each energy are reviewed.

INTRODUCTION

The largest sample of reconstructed B decays now in existence results from runs taken
above the BB threshold on the T(4S) (peak cross section ~ 1 nb) by the CLEO and ARGUS
groups. These samples^ome from integrated luminosities of ~ 100 pb"1 and are derived
from a total of ~ 105 BB events in each experiment. The number of reconstructed1 events
in a given channel is ~ 10. A Zo measurement of CP asymmetry A requires a number of
reconstructed events given by

Nrec = (3/A)2

Using realistic reconstruction and tagging efficiencies_based on CLEO and ARGUS
experience at the T(4S) we plot in Fig. 1 the number of BB pairs required to observe CP
asymmetries at e+e~ machines.

The observation of CP violation asymmetry at existing e+e~ machines is unlikely.
However, before CP violation asymetries can be predicted accurately, precise measurements
of B<£ and B, mixing are required and branching ratios for modes with potentially large
asymmetries, measured.

Running on theT(4S)

The T(4S) is an asymmetric (C=odd) BB system. The mixing dependent CP asym-
metry for neutral B mesons vanishes when integrated over time in the approximation p/q
= 1. As the BB pair is produced at threshold there is no possibility of exploring the
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Figure 1. The number, NBg of BB pairs, of a given species, required to yield a 3 c
measurement of A when tagging is required is N s g = (3/A)2x (1/(2 sitpton BR(B —>
Xtv)erte BR(B —' f))). This number is precise for f as a CP eigenstate. We take £|jpt(,Bx
BR(B -* X£v) = .1 and trte = .05 as the generic B reconstruction efficiency. In any given
case the detection efficiency could be higher, i.e. B<j —«• T:+7?~ ~ 30 5c. For charged B's,
where a tag is not required, we set the tag efficiency to 1.



asymmetry as a function of time. The only way to establish CP violation is to observe a
golden event where both B mesons are reconstructed to two CP eigenstates of the same sign.
The rate for such aprocess is the product of two branching ratios and two reconstruction
efficiencies and it is therefore unlikely to be observed with fewer than 108 BB pairs.

Decays of charged B mesons may exhibit CP asymmetry through the interference of at
least two amplitudes. Examples are provided by Cabibbo supressed decays of the B, where
one of the processes is a spectator graph and the other is a penguin or annihilation graph.
Predicted asymmetries2 are of the order 10%. However these estimates are dominated
by theoretical uncertainties involving strong interaction phases. The experimental upper
limit3 for the branching ratios concerned are of order 10~4. Therefore NBg ~ 108 is
required for a 3er measurement of the CP asymmetry.

The first additional data at the T(4S) will_be collected with the CLEO detector which
is now running and will accumulate 3 x 10s BB pairs by early 1988. As B decays generally
involve high multiplicity final states, B reconstruction is hampered by combinatorial back-
ground. The ARGUS detector is being upgraded to include a micro vertex insert which
will separate the D vertex and thereby reduce the combinatorial background by one order
of magnitude. ARGUS will accumulate ~ 4 x 10s BB pairs with their upgraded detector
in 1989.

The CLEO detector is being completely rebuilt4. In addition to a micro vertex detec-
tor a new electromagnetic calorimeter will aid in the reconstruction of JT°'S increasing the
efficiency for certain channels by a factor of 2 or 3. Starting in 1989, CLEO II expects to
accumulate several thousand fully reconstructed B decays per year. This corresponds to
~ 200 events/channel in those channels with a D* which are the easiest to reconstruct.

The combined CLEO II and ARGUS data can be expected to yield a measure of B<j
mixing with an error of about 15%. The measurement of Vuj from the end-point spectra of
semileptonic B-decay is dominated by theoretical systematic uncertainties. However with
the new data sample confirmation of charmless B-decay to baryons will be possible. With
0.07 < | Vub/Vc6 | < 0.20 it is unlikely that modes such as B° -+ rr+jr" with BR(B° —
TT+x~) < 10~4 will be observed before CLEO II. Improved measurements of B-decays to
final states involving a if/ will be made.

As we have seen, exclusive reconstructed B's in e+ e~ collisions are unlikely to detect
CP violation at predicted levels in the near future. A program investigating inclusive final
states from B decays can yield much larger samples since full reconstruction is not required.
However, existing asymmetries may be cancelled by the inclusion of many states.

For a study of CP violation with charged B's we can consider events where charged
pions are found with pff > po. The momentum po is selected so that b -• c decays are
supressed compared to b —> u, similar to the technique that has been used to study (b —*
u)/(b —f c) via semi-leptonic decay. The cut removes from the sample the non-Cabbibo
supressed decays with their expected vanishing asymmetry. We then define



This study may be carried out in a preliminary fashion with data now existing on the
T(4S). If decays such as B+ —• ir+p° contribute substantially to the sample, it may be
possible to measure an asymmetry.

Other inclusive studies can include charged K's; doubly charged two pion systems as
a function of p(?r+ir+) vs two negative pions, etc. The probability of detecting a golden
event may be increased by forming a sum over all B decay processes leading to two final
states, in the same event, which are CP eigenstates of the same sign.8.

Running Above theT(4S)

S. Stone 6 has investigated the_possible study of CP violation through mixing at
center of mass energies between Bj Bd and BJBd thresholds. In this energy range, it is
postulated that essentially_all the B meson production results from BB*. In this final
state, the symmetrical Bj-Bd combination allows CP violation tests with B° mesons in
contrast to the situation on the T(4S). It is assumed that the B°B * cross section is 0.15
nb. From the measured value of BR(B~ —*• $ K~) and the assumption that the neutral
and charged B lifetimes are equal, isospin imples BR(B° -> rf> K°) = 0.0496. A run of
integrated luminosity — 10s pb"1 is needed to measure an asymmetry of A « 0.2 with a 3
standard deviation significance. At CLEO II, the yearly integrated luminosity is expected
to be ~ 1000 pb"1. To reduce the amount of data required one can study the inclusive
asymmetry:

KK

where t- is the lepton tag and the K° is from B° -+ K° X.

Running on theT(5S) The B,

The B, has never been directly observed. Several models predict that the production
of B,, B; should be enhanced in the vicinity of the T(5S), at y/s = 10.87 GeV/c2 in
e+e~. The CLEO Collaboration7 has investigated running scenarios for verifying this
hypothesis by looking for enhanced production of the D,, assuming B, decays primarily
to D,. Assuming in addition a cross section for B, pairs (including BJ) «- 0.1 nb (which
corresponds to 30 % of all B production8 being Bj) on the T(5S), together with an assumed
BR(D, —» <j>n) = 0.04, we conclude that the B, can be found as a 3 standard deviation
effect with a run of 50 pb"1 luminosity.

The luminosity needed for a study of mixing in the B,2?, system depends on the



angular momentum of the produced pairs and the mixing parameter x« = Am/Fj, which is
expected to be at least S times larger than for Bj mixing: assuming odd angular momentum
for all B pairs and assuming x, > 5 Xj, an integrated luminosity of 1000 pb" 1 at the 5S
will yield several hundred like sign diiepton B, events sufficient for an initial investigation
of mixing.

A preliminary investigation of B, production will be carried out at CESR in early
1988. A measurement of mixing will only occur when CLEO II is running. Only if there is
substantial B, B, production at the T(5S) can CP violation measurements be considered.
The small cross section and complexity from several species imply that integrated lumi-
nosities of > 105 pb" 1 are necessary. Inclusive studies are possible with a 4> from (B, —» 4>
X) replacing the K° in the inclusive asymmetry:

Running above the T(5S)

Above the T(5S), experiments must reconstruct events containing b b jets - events
that are more complex than at lower energies and lacking a beam constraint. However,
vertex detectors become more effective.

At Tristan energies, cross sections of the order of 4 % of that near the T(4S) make
useful CP tests doubtful, even though electro-weak polarization effects can avoid the ne-
cessity of tagging. At the Z° peak, a |(Z° x BR(Z° -> bb)] w 5 nb, which is the largest
cross section we have considered. Note however, that the cross section for a single species
of B meson is similar to that at the T(4S), and the design luminosity of SLC and LEP are
below what is now being achieved at Ithaca and Hamburg. In principle, polarized beams
at SLC can avoid the necessity of tagging.

Asymmetric e+e~ beams :

Is there an advantage to colliding e+e~ beams of unequal energy to produce the T
(4S) resonance with a significant boost?

Two examples are given below with the Ee+ and Ee+ chosen to fix ^/i = 10.58 GeV
at the T(4S) peak.
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Note that both B's travel in the direction of the boost, since at the T (4S) the cm.
momentum is only 0.33 GeV/c

What we have achieved with this technique retains the 1 nb cross-section at the T
(4S) while allowing the B-meson vertices to be separated by a measurable path length
(along the beam) without complicating the collision with additional particles as in hadron
collisions. Total energy constraints can still be used on the B-pair, but not on individual
B's, unless the angle of production is measured very accurately. This is a definite loss in
reconstruction efficiency, i.e. signal/background which must be studied. Moreover, the B's
are not well separated from each other since the relative momentum is only 1 GeV/c - 2
GeV/c. There is also no well defined collision point as a reference. Since the separation is
enhanced only along the beam axis, vertex detectors must have very good resolution along
the beam axis. In general there will be four vertices strung out along the z-direction as
each B in turn decays into charm.

The net result does not appear to be too hopeful in establishing a CP symmetry at
the T (4S) by sorting and the full time evolution of the decays. However, it may be helpful
in making a crude separation into two time domains in the following way: use a lepton tag
for one B and look at a reconstructed final state / , such as if>(—• l+t~) K,, of the other B.
Separate the events into four categories of the type £+( t i ) / ( t 3) ; £+(t2)/(ti) where tj <
%2\ and £-( t i ) / ( t 3 ) , £""(t2)/(ti) where t\ < t2. The asymmetry may than be observed
between rates for events in which the leptonic decay occurred before the hadronic decay
and events in which the leptonic decay occurred after the hadronic decay.

A similar situation may be exploited on the T (5S) resonance by choosing appropriate
e+ and e_ beam energies. There is even a chance that the 5S state is dominated by the
B tBj amplitude, allowing the CP asymmetry to be observed even without time separation.
In this case, the vertex detector is used merely as an aid to increasing reconstruction
efficiencies.

CONCLUSION

In the near future, discovery of the B4, mixing measurements and observation of
many rare decay modes will be possible. The database for CP violation measurements
will be established. Unless asymmetries are extremely large, e+e~ luminosities of order
106 pb" 1 , attainable only at new B factories, will be necessary for the execution of these
measurements. Proposals to use reconstructed B's from high energy e+e~ collisions or at
hadron machines should note the expected yield for the largest branching ratios, in the
clean situation of the T(4S): Nrec ~ 200 events/channel with 106 BB pairs.
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